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EXCAYATION OF A CR,AI{NOG AT BUSTOI{. 19

II.-NOTICE OX' THE EXCAVATION OF A CRANNOG AT

BUSTON, NEAR KILMAURS.

Di,scouery of tlte Crannog,-About half-way between Stewarton and,

Kilmaurs there is, on the farm of Mid Buston, the property of the Earl
of Eglinton, a shallow basin, now converted into a richiy cultivated
mead"ow, but which formerly, as represented. in Bleau's Atlas, formed.

the bed. of a lake of considerabie size called Loch Buston. lVithin
the recollection of the present generation this area was a mossy bog
in summer and a sheet of water in winter; and about fifty years ago,

when the present tenant Mr. Robert Hay came to reside on the farm,
there was a small mound or island situated, about its centre, locally
known as the Swan Knotue, on account of the numbers of wild swans that
formerly used. to frequent it. When subsequently engaged in reclaiming the
bog, Mr. Hay states that as many as thirteen cartloads of timber were
removed from the " Knowe," and he 'distinctly remembers that, in con-
sequence c " the difficulty of detaching some of the beams mortised into
others, his father then made the remark, " There maun hae been dwallers
here at ae time." He also states that until the land. was thoroughly
redrained, some five yearc ago, there was still a considerable mound. to
be seen; but at the beginning of December 1880, when I first visiteil
the locality, there was hardiy any elevation to distinguish it from the
surrounding field. Notwithstaniling Mr. Hay's knowledge of the struc-
ture of the " Knowe," which he supposed to have been erectecl by one of
the olcl Earls for the purpose of facilitating the shooting of wiid ducks

-a purpose for which it had frequently served himself,-the merit of
detecting here the ruins of an ancient lake-dwelling is due to Mr. D.
M'Naught, schoolmaster of Kilmaurs. The history of the discovery is
most interesting, anil reflects much cred.it on the discoverer; but the story
is best told by himself. I{aving a faint recollection that Mr. M'Naught
was one of a group of critical sceptics who visiteil Lochlee while the
investigations there were in progress, and. maintained. that the crannog was

merely the site of an oid " whisky still," f was curious to know the
circumstances and exact process of ratiocination which hacl now actually
culminated in placing him in the position of being a discoverer in this
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same line of research; so, after the importance of the crannog had"

been established" by some valuable " finds," I wrote a note asking if he

would kindly oblige me by a written statement of whatever information
he could supply on the subject. The following is his reply:-

Ku,lrAuns, January 15t0, 1881.

Dnl.n Srn-I have much pleasure in replying to yours receivecl this morning.
About five years ago, when engaged in levelling the large drain that passes Buiston

Crannog, I passed over the very spot, but being utterly ignorant on the subject I
noticecl nothing peculiar. 'When passing through the stackyartl on my way home

I noticed the old beams, but on being told that they were from some old house I
thought no more of the matter. The subject had so completely escaped my memory
that even when I hacl seen the Lochlee beams they failed to recall what hail formerly
anested. my attention at Buiston. My scepticism at Lochlee arose from the fact

that I failect to trace the shape and construction of the crannog as detailed in Chambers'

Encyclopedia, which was the only authority then at my disposal.

f never heard anything more of the Buiston Crannog till the rveek of the discovery.

Talking with one of the farmers in my own house, the conversation turned on furniture,
rvhen bog-oak was mentioned. He remarkecl that there was as much lying in Buiston

stackyard. as would stock the parish. At once I remembered what I had formerly seen,

and though.the recollection was hazy, on afterthought I felt aimost sure that I had

noticed mortised holes, and Lhat the beams wera id,enti'cal wi'th tlt'osa f hacl seen at Lochlee.

Next day, as soon as f had. closed. the school I went up to the farm. Mr. Hay was

inclineil to pooh-pooh the matter, and said that the place rvas " juist a timmer house ane o'

the auld Earls hact put up to shoot deuks." Going out to the stackyard I found that
the ricks had been built on the old timber, which made excellent " bottoms." I lookecl

about for an ocld bit, and dicl eventually get a splinter, but not sufficient for identification.

After getting riil of the old man, his youngest, son and I set to work at the bottom of
one of the ricks, and pulled one of the beams so far out as enabled me to saw off the

rnorbised joint. This I sent to lhe Stand,ard, office, where you saw it on the Saturday

morning following. I then went, down to the sito of the crannog, but it had become

so dark that I had to feel my way. I eventually kickerl against something which
seemed to be an upright sticking through the soil. I went up nexb morning early,

and when I had. seen the three uprights afterwarils pointed out to you, anil the
mortised beams stuck in the side of the drain, I no longer had any doubts. I there-

fore at once wrote to Mr. Cochran-Patrick, and penned a cautious intimation for the
Stanclaril, which the editor accepted on trust from me. You know the rest.-Yours truly,

Dr. Munro. D. M'Nlucnr.

On the afternoon of the Saturday referred" to in the above letter
(December 4th, 1880), I accompanied Mr. M'Naught to the quondcun

" Knowe," and in a short time, by u few tentative diggings, the
existence here of the remains of a crannog was put beyond a doubt"

Our Secretary, R. IV. Cochran-Patrick, Esq., M.P., who had already been
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communicatecl with, then brought the matter und"er the notice of the
Honourable G. R. Yetnon, Auchans, as Commissioner for the Earl of
Eglinton; ancl after due deliberation it was agreed to make an immediate
investigation of the crannog on behalf of the proprietor. Accordingly,
on the 10th December 1880, six men were started to work in presence

of Mr. Vernon, Mr. Cochran-Patrick, and several ladies and gentlemen

interested in the discovery. It is needless to clescribe the subsequent

management of the excavations. The peculiar and absorbing interest

excitecl by the variety of the finds cluring the first few days soon

developecl the true spirit of incluiry among a]l concerned, and even

the old and highiy-respected farmer gave up his long-cherishecl theory
of the " duck-shooting," and ultimately renclered valuable aid. by pro-
tecting the trenches from the prying curiosity of the general public, ancl

picking up relics from the stuff wheeled out, which became visible by
long exposure to weather and heavy rains. By general consent, at least

neqn. con., I was appointeil custod-ier of the relics; and now, acting on

the old saying that possession is nine points of the law, I have assurned-

the role of historian.
Method, of Emcaaating.-The excavations were commencecl by making

an explorative trench through what appeared. to be the centre of the

crannog, following as a guid.e the long diameter of the lake basin. This
trench was from 2 to 3 feet d,eep, and about 5 feet wide, and its general

d,irection lay in a line running from N.W. to S.E. The debris rvas rvheeled"

sufficiently far not to cover the probable area of the island, and carefully

examineil, but nothing of importance rvas founcl, except a small spinclle

rvhorl (X'ig. 5), and- a fragment of a quern stone, till the trench reachecl the
southern margin of the crannog. Here, after the tops of a ferr upright
piles rn'ere exposed, a large beam $ras encountered, lying right across the
trench, beyond which the stuff turned up from the bottom consisted almost

entirely of broken bones ancl ashes. This was at once recognised. as the
wished-for midden, and its discovery at this early stage r'vas fortunate,
inasmuch as its examination would. soon decide, with a trifling outlay, the
quality of the crannog as a relic dep6t. To this, therefore, attention was

exclusiveiy devoted, till the severity of the weather compellecl us to abandon

working altogether. The depth of clay and soil above the miclden was

about 2!, feet, and. after removing this, its remaining contents were wheelecl

to a separate place, so as to facilitate a more careful inspection after
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exposure to winter weather. The large number of rare and. valuable relics

d"iscovered. during the ten days the men were thus employed induced the
Earl of Eglinton to sanction a further outlay in the prosecution of these

researches; and it was then agreed that nothing less than the removal

of the debris over the whole area of the crannog woulil satisfy
archmological d.emands. The tenant also very kindly consented to
leave this portion of his fielc1 untilled, so that there was no necessity

to resume work till the weather became reaily suitable for such an

undertaking.
Eutly in April very dry weather, though cold, set in; and, on the

farmer representing that more favourable circumstances for digging could

not be expected, the investigation of the crannog ri/as resumed.

While clearing out the refuse-heap the position of the surrounding piles

immed.iately to the left of the original trench was read"ily ascertained to be

arranged. in three or four circles. With these as guides, it was an easy

matter for the workmen to clear away the soil right round the central portion
of the crannog without the necessity of constant supervision. The sur{ace

soil, which consisted" of fine clay, varying in clepth from about 6 inches at the

centre of the mound to 2 feet beyond the outer circle of stockades, was first
wheeled. away, and, as no relics were expected. here, there was no time
wasted. in searching for them. Afterwards the d.ark heterogeneous under

stratum of debris was carefully removed from above the wooclwork and

examined, though not with the same care as the contents of the refuse-

heap. Here, however, a few important relics were d.iscovered, among

which are an ornamented gold spiral finger-ring, a small earthen crucible,

and some fragments of pottery. Having completed this broad. annular

trench, the debris remaining on the central portion was taken away, but,
contrary to expectation, nothing IMas found. in it beyond. the evidence of a
few fi.replaces, some slag, and one or two large wooclen pins.

Structu,re of fsland.-Notwithstanding the havoc committed on the

woodwork of the crannog by long exposure to atmospheric agencies before

it finally sank under the protective influence of the mud.dy water, and sub-

sequently by the ruthless hands of the agriculturist, there still remained"

sufficient materials to give one not only a general, but particular and

instructive notion of the mechanical principles on which the island was

constructed. Its substance, as far as could be ascertained by digging holes

here and there, was made up of la;-s1s of the stems of trees, chiefly birch;
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intermingled with which were occasionally found various other materials,
such as brushwoocl, heather, moss, soil, ancl large stones. Penetrating
deeply this heterogeneous mass, towards its margin, were numerous piles,
forming a series of concentric and nearly circular stockades, which were
separated from each other by an interval of 4 or 5 feet. On the south
side there were four distinct circles to be seen, but on the north only three
could. be detected, as the third outermost appeared. to have merged into the
external one; and., in accordance with this diminished number of circles,
the breailth of the stockaded zone also diminished. The piles in the inner
circle, which were strongly maile, and showed evid.ence of having been
shaped. and- squared. by sharp cutting instruments, were uniformly arrangecl
at a d,istance of from 4 to 5 feet, and enclosed an area more of the form of
an ellipse than a circle (measuring 6l feet by 56), while those in the second
and third circles were more irregularly, but generally more closely, set.
All these uprights (except a ferv on the north side of the inner circle) were
linkecl together by horizontal beams having square-cut holes, through which
the upper ends of the piies passed. The horizontal beams were arranged in
two ways. Some lay along the circumference and bound together all the
uprights in the same circle to each other, white others took the racliai position
and connected. each circle together. Some of the latter were long enough
to embrace three circles, and when this was the case f have noticecl that
the upright in the midille circle was sometimes firmly caught in a deep cut
in the transverse, instead of passing through a mortised hole (see sketch IIL)
Although the uprights in the inner circle were not linkedl together circum-
ferentially along the whole course of the horizontal beams, the particular
construction of the log pavement on the north sicle rendering this unneces-
sary, every one of them had a railial beam, directed from within outwards,
which kept it from yielding to lateral pressure. This purpose \,vas equally
well served. in several ways, sometimes the inner end. of the rad.ial beams
pressed tightly against the upright, at other times the former projectecl
haif-way into the log pavement, where its end was firmly fixed by a thick
pin passing through it into the uniler structures of the island, and its
mid.dle containecl either a notch or mortised hole for holding the latter in
position. The external ends of these radial beams were occasionally
observed to be continuous with additional strengthening materials, such as
wooden props and large stones.

The main object of the whole of this elaborate structural system was to
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give stability to the island, afford. fixed. points on its surface, ancl prevent

the superincumbent pressure of whatever buildings may have been erected

over it from causing the general mass to bulge outwards-objects which

appeared" to have been most effectually attained..

The piles in the outer circle were merely round posts, smaller and more

closely placed than those in the inner circles, being sometimes only a few

inches apart, and appeared. to have been bound. together by a transverse

rail, into which their tops were insertecl after the manner of a hurdle.

Portions of these rails, pierced with holes, were found at the south-east sid.e,

though none actualiy in position; so that the inference that the outer

stockacLe was intended as a fence or bulwark seems quite legitimate. In
support of this view I may state that nowhere along its course were the

piles connected together by horizontal beams, either circumferentially or

rad"ialiy, nor did they penetrate deeply, so that for giving stability to the

island the outer circie would" be of little use.

Log Pauement.-Llke the other crannogs examined. by me, this one also

had its central portion roughly paved. with wooden beams like railway
sleepers. On looking at these beams carefully it was observed that many

of them, especially those mad"e of oak, had also holes at their extremities,

and that the plan of being linkeil and fixed" together by stout wooden pins

was by no means peculiar to the marginal portion of the crannog. Here,

horvever, they lay mostly in a radial position, ancl on the south side; some

u'ere distinctly seen to be joined with the uprights in the inner circle with
one end, n-hile the outer, which pointed to the centre, was firmly pinned to
the rvoocl" below. In several parts this general network of large beams was

covered over by a pavement made of small round. logs, mostly of birch, and

placed. close together, but, being soft and" easily removed, I could" not be

certain whether or not it extencled. over the whole area. If so, it must have

been a secondary pavement formed. after the crannog was inhabited-, as

marks of fire, with slag and ashes, were founcl in two or three piaces iying
immediately on the large oak beams below it.

On the north side of the crannog the uprights in the inner circle were

not linkecl together circumfererrtially by horizontal beams, because (as I
have already remarkecl) the different structure of the log pavement here

rend.ered. this plan unnecessary. The reason of this was, that on this side

a consid.erable segment of the log pavement was built up, for a depth of 2

feet or so, of several layers of those rouncl logs of soft wood., laid. transvetsely
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give stability to the island, afford" fixed points on its surface, ancl prevent

the superincumbent pressure of whatever build.ings may have been erected.

over it from causing the general mass to bulge outwards-objects which

appeared to have been most effectually attained.

The piles in the outer circle wele melely round posts, smaller and more

closely placed than those in the inner circles, being sometimes only a few

inches apart, and appeared. to have been bound. together by a transverse

rail, into which their tops were inserteil after the manner of a hurdle.

Portions of these rails, pierced with holes, were found" at the south-east side,

though none actually in position; so tirat the inference that the outer

stockade was intended as a fence or bulwark seems quite legitimate. In
support of this view I may state that nowhere along its course were the

piles connected together by horizontal beams, either circumferentially or

radially, nor did they penetrate d.eeply, so that for giving stability to the

island the outer circle woulcl be of iittle use.

Log Pauement.-Like the other crannogs examined by me, this one also

had its central portion roughly pavecl with wood"en beams like railway
sleepers. On looking at these beams carefully it was observed that many

of them, especially those made of oak, had also holes at their extremities,

anil that the plan of being linked and" fixed. together by stout wooden pins

was by no means peculiar to the marginal portion of the ffannog. Ilere,
holever, they lay mostly in a rad"ial position, ancl on the south side; some

u.ere distinctly seen to be joined with the uprights in the inner circle with

one end, n'hile the outer, which pointed to the centre, was firmly pinned to

the rvood. below In several parts this general network of large beams was

covered over by a pavement made of small round 1ogs, mostly of birch, and

placed- close together, but, being soft and easily removed, I could- not be

certain whether or not it extend-ed. over the whole area. If so, it must have

been a secondary pavement formed after the cmnnog was inhabitecl, as

marks of fire, with slag and. ashes, were found. in two or three places lying
immediateiy on the large oak beams below it.

On the north side of the crannog the uprights in the inner circle were

not linkecl together circumferentially by horizontal beams, because (as I
have already remarkecl) the different structure of the log pavement here

rendered- this plan unnecessary. The reason of this was, that on this side

a considerable segment of the log pavement was built up, for a depth of z
feet or so, of several layers of those rouncl logs of soft wood., Iaiil transversely
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to each other, and carefully arranged flush with the outer edge of the
uprights, so that the only direction in which the latter were free was
counteracted by the radial transverses alone (see sketch III.)

The space between this portion of the log pavement ancl the next circle
of stockades was filled up with layers of turf ancl moss, the depth of which
corresponded" rn'ith that of the built-up edge of the 1og pavement. After

II.-Eastern Portion of Crarrnog, sliol'ing surrounding Stockades ancl portion of Log Pavement. ':Jf

The signboartl marks the position of Canoe. (Ft"om Photogralsh by ltr. Luwri,e.)

removing the turf and moss from this space in one or two places, we came

on the wood of the island, rvhich here consisted entirely of birch trees with
the bark on, and looking as fresh as if they hail been recently cut. The
heather and" moss also lookeil qluite fresh, but soon, after exposure to the
air, everything turned black.

Remains of Dwellhry-hou,se.-Over the area of the log pavement there
were here and" there the remains of large uprights, which appearecl

E
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to have been used. as supports for some sort of dweliing-house. On the
north side, a few feet from the margin of the log pavement, there r,vere three
or four of these, as if forming another circle, one of which f extractecl with
d.ifficulty ancl found. it to be B feet long, 7 of which were imbedded in thc
structure of the island. It rvas neatly formed., of a rectangular shape (10
inches by 6), and its dlownward end. rvas cut and pointed as if for insertion
into a mortised hole. The centre of the log pavement was occupiecl by a
mass of ashes, charcoal, and stones, forming a bed. about 2$ feet, thick, being
nearl;. the entire depth of the mound. above the woodwork, and a little to
the west of this, and situated between two large square-shaped. uprights,
there was a thin bed, of charcoal and burnt straw, together with some flat
stones covered with a quantity of slag. On the east side, near the circle of
piles, conclusive evidence of another fireplace was observed, but no well-
formed. hearths were anywhere met'lvith.

On tracing the inner circle of stockad.es all round, it became evident
that they formed- part of some sort of enclosure. On. the south-east side r,vere

two weil-shapecl rectangular uprights, about 2 fee| 6 inches high, ancl 4 f.eet

apart, firmly mortised- into a well-constructecl wood.en flooring. These, as

rvill appear from the sequel, formed, portions of the cloorposts of the entrance

to the area of log pavement. Continuous with them, on the east sid.e, ancl

in the line of the inner circle, some of the intervals between the uprights

v'ere actually found to contain the remains of a composite wall of stone

and wood. The space between the second and third" piles, counting from

the dloorway, was thus fillecl up. At the base there were trvo layers of
rectangular stones, then a flat beam of oak laid" horizontally, then three

layers of thin flagstones, rrell selected, for size and shape, then another oak

beam similar to the first, and, finally, other three layers of flat stones. This
wall had pa,rtially fallen over, but the relative position of the respective

layers rn'as still retained, and showed. that when standing it would be about

3 feet high (see sketch II.) The adjoining space, next the d.oorway, had two
layers of stones at the base, and. then a beam, but the rest was wanting.

There were no further remains of a decid.ed" wall met with, though stones

were abund.antly encountered" all over the area of the crannog. As all the

uprights in the inner circle appeared to have been worn or broken, there

is no evidence to show what their former height was, but as they now stand,

they are not oniy different in shape, but considerably taller than those in
the second and third circles, which arc all shorter and more or less pointed.
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Directly facing the door place, but 13 feet farther out, and near'ly in
a line with the outer circle of stockades, there was a large rectangularly-

shaped- beam 11 feet long, containing two mortised holes, one at each end,

ancl having an interval of 8 feet 6 inches between them. This beam lay
close to two massive uprights which projected" about 2 feel above the surface

of the wooden flooring, ancl, both as regards d.istance and" shape, looked. as if
they had been mortised into the holes in the former. trVhen the beam was

thus applied, and restored into its natural position, the portion of its under

side between the mortised. holes was observed" to have a longituilina1 groove,

having its inner margin bevelled off, and containing a few round holes,

which, however, did not penetrate to its upper surface, and just underngath

it were the external ends of two large oak planks which extendeil inwards

Ill-Portion of north sitle of Crannog, with the space between inner and second circle of piles dug out,
showing arrangement of Transverse Beams antl structure of the Log Pavement, (From Photograpth bg
Mr. Latorie,)

to the doorway. On careful inspection these planks were also found to
contain a few vertical holes, so that it became apparent that the interval
between them and- the large transverse was protected by a series of upright
wooden spars. External to this parapet-iike arrangement was the refuse-

heap, which, on being entirely cleared away, showed that the two uprights,
though exposed to a depth of about 6 feet below the wooden pavement,
were immovably fixed. Close to one of them cleeper digging was attempted,
with the view of getting an id,ea of its length, ancl at a depth of 4 feet still
lower a solid. beam could. be felt with an iron probe; but whether ihe up-
right was mortised into it I could. not determine. Continuous with the
east encl of this ashpit railing was the external circle of stockailes which
curved a little outwards, and" at the other encl, in addition to an external
line of slender stockad.es which took a more rapid. sweep outwards, there
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was a straight row of uprights thickly placetl together, and. protectecl at
their base by a strong fi"xed. beam, into which they v'ere mortised (see

sketch I.) This beam was on a lower level than the platform in front of
the doorwal, and the upper ends of the uprights were free, but the proba-

bility is that originally they were bound by a transverse rail. On the inner
side of this line a number of short beams were observed. Iying flat, as if they
had" been intenclecl for a pathway, and towarils its external end there lay a
confused. heap of slend.er beams projecting beyond the line of the outer

stockades. It was this peculiarity that suggested this spot as the probable

terminus of an underwater gangway leading to the shore, the determination

of which led to the making of a trench some 12 feet farther out, which

resulted. in the discovery of a eanoe.

Though nothing in the anangement of the wooden structures here could

be construed to indicate a regular landing-stage, it was very probable,

from its southern exposure, the position of the canoe, and the proximity
of the doorway to the log pavement, together with the pathway leacling

up to it, that this really r'vas the ordinary landing-place as well as the

outer entrance to the crannog.

Re,fuse-heap.-As mentioned" above, the refuse-heap lay outside the

stockades, and immediately beyoncl the railing in front of the supposed

doorway to the central errea of the crannog. ft was of an oblong shape,

measuring fron 25 to 30 feet long (along the margin of the island),

and about 15 to 20 feet across. Its d"epth, near the railing, would- be

about 5 feet in add.ition to its superficial I:i,yer of clay and silt. The

principal ingredients of its central portion were broken bones and ashes,

but toward,s the margin and lower strata these were largeiy mixed with
decayecl brushwood. To clear out its deeper portions was a difficult matter,

owing to the rapid" accumulation of rvater. One of the combs (X'ig. 27), and

a bone pin, s'ere found. here in my presence, at a d.epth of not less than 6
or 7 feet below the surface of the field. The lowest stratum reached con-

sisted. of what seemed to me to be lake silt, brushrvood, and some large

bones. The bones, especially those from the lower strata, were abundantly

impregnated with the mineral Yivianite, which, in some of the larger ones,

formed groups of most beautiful green crystals, similar in all respects to

those founii at the Lochlee crannog. What, however, made the in-
vestigation of the mid,den so full of interest was the number of rare and

valuable relics recovered from its contents. Some of them were picked
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vp in situ, when the men were wheeling out the stuff, but others were

subsequently found- by riddling the debris when it became sufficiently dry
to ad.mit of this process.

The general results of the above observations may be categorically
summcd. up as follows:--

1. The island, as far as could be ascertained. from the investigations
mad.e, was composed. of a succession of layers of the trunks and branches

of trees, intermingled. in some places with stones, turf, etc.

2. The whole mass was kept finnly together by a peculiar arrangement of
upright and. horizontal beams, forming a united series of circular stockailes.

3. The outer circle was intended more fbr protection than for giving
stability to the island, and. in some parts, as at the east side of refuse-

heap, was neatly constructed after the manner of a stair railing, while the

inner one not only gave stability to the island but was used as a fence,

or in connection with the superstructural buildings.
4. The central portion was rudely paved with wooden beams, many of

rvhich were firmly fixed, to the lower wooclwork by stout wooden pegs as

well as to the encirciing stockades, thus afford.ing here and there, as it
were, po'ints d'appui.

5. While there was one general firepiace situated near the centre,

evidence of occasional fires elsewhere was quite conclusive, one of which
appeared to have been a smelting furnace.

6. The entrance to the central area was looking S.E., and. in front of
it there was a well-constructed" wooden platform, made of large oak planks,

supporteci on solid layers of wood to which they were pinned down.

7. Beyond- the platform, but separated from it by a massive s'ooden

railing, was the refuse-heap; and, to the right of it, a pathway, also

protected- on its outer side by a railing, led" downwards and westwards

to the line of the outer circle, where there appeared. to have been an

opening towards a rude landing-stage at the rvater edge.
' B. As to the kind" of d,welling-house that no doubt once occupied this
site, whether one large pagoda-like building or a series of small huts,

the evidence is inconclusive, but so far as it goes it appears to me to be

indicative of the former. In addition to what has alreaily been statecl,

there remain to notice only a few broken pieces of wooil containing round
holes, together with a variety of large anil small pins similar to those

described and figured" in my notice of the Lochlee ffannog.
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Discouery and d,escripti,on of Canoe.-The experience derived. from
the investigations of the crannogs at Lochlee anil Lochspouts, in both of
which a submerged gangway was found running to the nearest shore, was

sufficiently suggestive to keep me on the gui, aiae for any indications of
a similar structure here. On the north sid.e, where the shore was nearest,
though the figging was carried. considerably deeper and farther out
from the margin of the crannog than elsewhere, not the slightest ap-

pearance of outlying woodwork was observed-; and- as there was no
probability of an approach from the more distant ends of the lake, the situa-
tion of a gangway, if such existed at all, was limited to the south-west
sicle, rvhere the shore woulcl be about 150 yards distant. To determine
this, the men were set to cut a trench about 12 yards distant from the
crannog, across the most likely line, so as to intercept it, and. after going
clown 4 feet they came upon a layer of brushwood, along with one or tu,'o

beams, below which there seemed to be the usual lake mud. Upon forcing
the spad.e downwards, however, a hard" beam was encountered, which at
first I took to be the discovery of part of the gangway we were in search

of, ancl to satisfy myself on the point I took an iron rod, and, by carefully
probing all over the bottom of the trench, ascertained that instead of
a gangway rn'e had come upon portion of a canoe. Guided by the
direction of the supposed side of the canoe, which looked. like a thin oak

beam running along the gdge of the trench, a suitable clearance rvas

made, which revealed to the wondering gaze of the bystanders the front
half of a large canoe. {Ipon being subsequently exposed. in its entirety it
was found to have the following dimensions and peculiarities. Its sid.es were

supported" by a series of v'ell-shaped ribs which exteniled from the rim to
near the mesial line, and sometimes a littie beyond it. This, at first sight,
gave the canoe the appearance of a boat, but after careful inspection it
became apparent that these ribs r'yere no part of the original vessel, but
subsequent additions made for repairing and strengthening purposes.

Nearly the whole of one side was linecl with broad. thin boards made of
soft wood, external to which was the thin oak side of the canoe, having
its cracks as well as the intermediate spaces between it and the strength-
ening board,s actually stuffed. with a species of moss. Moreover, the
ribs on this sicle were more numerous than on the other side, no less

than ten having been observed on the former, ancl their arrangement on

both sides was totally devoid. of reguiarity. Of the whole series of ribs



IV.-Appearance of Canoe i,tt' si,tu, allet exposure.-(1rlnl d, Dra.lling by Mrs. Attstr1ther, Dankei,th.\
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only two were made of oak, the rest being of birch or some perishable
wood, and so decayed that it was with great care they were prevented,
from being entirely clestroyed by the workmen, as they offered no resistance
to their spades. They were fastened to the canoe by wooclen pins, arranged.
generally in couples forming two rows along the rib, and so closely were
they placed that not less than sixteen were counted. in one rib. In two
places the canoe had been repaired by inserting a nicely fitting piece of
oak planking instead" of the original portion of the side. one of these
patches measured- 2 feet 3 inches long, and 10 inches broad, ancl was
kept in position by two ribs, one near each encl. The stem, which was
syrnmetrically shaped" and pointed, was pierced. horizontally by a large
hole, and about 3 feet from its tip each side had also an elongateil hole
near the rim, suffi.ciently large to admit of being easily grasped by the
hancl. Externally, and on both sid.es, there was fastened to the edge of
the caloe, by means of wood,en pins, a sort of gunwale, which extendeil
from within a, few feet of the stem till it projected a little beyoncl the
stern. Close to the stern, two slend.er bars of wood, a few inches apart,
stretcheil across, ancl after passing through the eclges of the canoe
terminated in being tightly mortised into the gunwale. These transverses
contained two round holes similarly arrangeil as to position, being near
the right sid.e, ancl betrveen them was inserted a movable sternpiece which
was shaped. to the curve of the canoe, ,i.e. approximately a semicircle,
and macle to fit into a shallow groove cut out of the solid wood. This
sternpiece was strongly constructed., being Bf inches thick, B feet 6

inches long, and 1 foot 4$ inches deep about the middie. About 15 inches
in aclvance of the sternpiece there was a ridge across the bottom and
sid,es of the canoe which looked" like a rib, but was really part of the solid
oak, evid-ently teft for a special purpose. I also noticed one or two round
holes in the floor, as well as others along its upper edge as if for thole
pins. In two places equiclistant from the ends, and about 4 feet apart,
the gunwale had short pieces of wood fastened to it by vertical pins, as

if intended. for the use of oars. Amongst the decayed brushwood iying
across the canoe was an oak beam, having one end projecting so rnuch
beyond the edge into the clay bank that the workmen in endeavouring
to pull it out broke off the free end. This portion was rectangularly shapecl,
5 inches by 3*, and had its narrow side pierced with three round, holes
L foot 10 inches apart, which still contained the remains of broken pins.
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The shell of the canoe was oak, made by scooping out the interior of a large

trunk, but all its attachments, such as gunwale, sternpiece, cross spars at
stern, and. all the ribs except two, were mad.e of a much iess durable wood.

The extreme length of the canoe was 22 feet, but the inside measure-

ments were as follows :-Length 19 feet 6 inches; breadth at stern 3 feet 6

inches ; ditto, about the middle, 4 feet; and" clitto, near the stem, 2 feet

10 inches; depth, about centre, 1 foot 10 inches.

Among the mucl removed. from the hull of the canoe were a few stones

and portion of the skull of an ox. (See sketch IY.)
Oar.-Portion of what appeared. to have been a large oar was found

on the crannog, but, from its fragmentary state, we could, only ascertain

that the blade was 9 inches broad ancl 1f inch thick, and that the handle

measured. 5 inches in circumference.

Dnscnrprtor.r op Rnr,rcs.

The relics are here grouped- uncler several heads, in accordance with the

method, of ciassification adopted. in my previous monographs, and, to save

repetition, I may explain, that (when not otherwise stateil), they may be

considered to have been found" eithelin si'tu in the refuse-heap, or among

its stuff after it was v.heeled. out and subsequently examined.

I. On,rrcrs MADE oF SroNE.

Ifctmmer-Stones, Pol'ishers, etc.-Only two or three typical hammer-

stones have to be record.ed- as found. on this c annog. One is an elongatecl

flat pebble, and shows the usual markings at both ends, another only at

one extremity, and

flat surfaces alone.

Fra. l.-Stone Polisher. Sca)e $.

a thircl is sornewhat circular, with
Und"er the category of polishers

the markings on the

are inciud"ed- seven or
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eight highly polished water-worn pebbles, varying much in size and, shape.

Two, shaped like pebbles, are 7 inches long, and have slight pounding marks
at both extremities (Fig. t). Three are flat and oblong, and measure from
Zf, to 4 inches.

Sling Stones, eta-Like the hammer-stones these objects are compara-

tively rare, only a few having been added to the collection.
Whetstones, Grind,stones, etc.-Of these objects the following are note-

worthy:-
1. A large flat implement, made of bluish claystone, with a smooth

polished surface, and having a hole roughly cut out of one end. It measures

12 inches long, 4 broad, and lj inch thick (X'ig. z).

2. One or two ord.inary whetstones a few inches long; ancl from 1 to 2

inches broad.

3. An oblong block of sandstone, containing

two smooth cavities, probably used for polishing

small objects such as jet rings. One of the

cavities is a hoilowed circle 2Lu inches in
diameter, ancl half an inch deep i the other is

a groove 3 inches long, half an inch wide,

ancl the same in depth (X'ig. a).

4. Two fragments of a circular grindstone,

made of fine red sandstone. One of the por-

tions shows a few inches of the striated

circumference as well as a small segment of
the central hole. The diameter of the stone

when whole would be about 15 inches.

5. Two large irregularly-shaped masses of whitish sand.stone, each

containing a smooth cwily shaped like a trowel or botanical spud, having the
sid,es curled up. One of these curiously-shapecl cavities measures 10 by 8 inches.

F

n're. 3. Scale |.

fto. 2.--Whetstoue (?). Scale {.
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Its greatest depth, which is at the base and in the line of the shortest

diameter, is 3 inches. The other is precisely similar in shape, but of smaller
dimensions. The latter stone has friction-marks on another of its sid.es.

6. Another mass of whitish sandstone, of a semi-globular shape, having
a cup-shaped cavity on its flat surface, must also be included under this
heading. The d.iameter of the cup is 5$ inches, and. its depth 2| inches.

The rest of the flat surface all round the margin of the cup is smoothed and
striated, evidently caused by the sharpening of tools. The cup itself was

not used for this purpose, as the marks of the punch by which it was

chiselleil out are clistinctly seen. Its probable use was to hold water, so

essential to the sharpening of metal tools.

Cugt Stone.-A small cup stone found in the interior of the crannog.

The stone is smooth on its upper and under surfaces and on one side, but
the other sides are irregularly shaped. The cup itself is quite smooth and

circular, and looks as if it had been used as a small mortar. Its diameter
is only 1 inch, anil depth half an inch (n'ig. A).

Querns.-Only two upper quern stones, both of which are in a frag-

X'ra. 4.-Fragment of Stone, rvith a

cup-shaped Cavity. Scale {.
Frc, 5,

Spindle'Whorl. Scalo{.
Fre. 6.

Spinclle Whorl, Scale {.

mentary cond.ition. One was mad.e of a fine quartz conglomerate, and, by
putting the fragments together, it was ascertained that it measured 18

inches by LT inches. ft was flat, anil more of a millstone shape, and the
central hole was large (3 inches in diameter), circular, and not tapering. X'or

the insertion of a hand.le there was a small square-shaped hole at its margin.
Portion of another quern made of whinstone, and of the usual t;ryre,

indicates a medium size, of about 1 foot across.

Spind,le l4rhorls.-A, small spindle whorl neatly made of coarse shale.

It is flat and circular, and has a diameter of t inch (Fig. S). Another
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perforated little object, of smaller dimensions than the former, is made of

cannel coal (X'ig. 6).

Flint Objects.-Two views of a portion of a curved flint knife, which

has been much used,, ate here given (n'ig. 7). Another small flint imple-

ment like a scraper is figured, because it exhibits one side which has been

artificially polishecl (Fig. 8). Fig. 9 represents a small central core,

neatly chipped a1l round. There is another large core of flint 3| inches in

Fre. 8.
Polished. tr'lint Implement.

Scale {.

Fie, 7.-n'1int Implement. Scale ]. n're. 9.-Tlint Core. Scale {.

d"iameter, from which many flakes appear to have been struck off. Besides
the above there were found, a small portion of a finely chipped scraper,
ancl a large quantity of broken flints and chips.

n'inally, small pebbles, sometimes highlypolished and variegated in colour,
thin circular discs of stone about the size of a halfpenny piece, bits of dark
shale as if water-worn, and. a large qaartz crystal having its angles worn off,
may be mentioned" among the nondescript articles under this heading.

Il.-Or,rrcrs oF BoNp.

Pins.-Twenty bone pins, varying in length from 1$ inch to 3$ inches.

These articles are exceedingly well made, with round polished stems, tapering
into sharp points. Some have rouncl heads like beads, others are circular
but flat on the top, while others again, especially the larger ones, are
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(n'ig. t1) has its head. ornamented by a circular

Frc' 10. Fre,11. Fre.12, Frc, 13. Fig, 14, Fre. 15. n're. 16, n're, 17, Fre. 18. Fre, 19. Fre.20, n'rc. 21.

Bone Pins. Actual Size.

ridge, surmounted by a wider rim neatly notched all round,
and another has its shank surrounded by two bands of diamond-
shaped spaces, formed. by a series of incised lines slantingly
crossing each other, as shown in X'ig. 21. X'ig. 19 is the repre-
sentation of one only partiaily formed,.

I{eedle.- A neatly formed" needle, having an elongated

eye at its extremity, precisely similar to a common darning-

@
tr'ig. 24,-Bone Knob,

36

irregularly shaped.. One

WW

ffi l'-*'"',n l,l:"ffi',f',#1"il1; il
H iJl',1"$.tl;;:;,,1's 

rengtrr A.
;X;,#:h1l*i ;.;iir;: €ry
slender iron pin more or less projecting. Fig, 2a._Bone Knob.
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Two are quite smooth, globular, and precisely similar to each other in every
respect (n'ig. Ze) ; the other is ornamented
by a few incised circles and ridges (X'ig. Z+).

Fig. 25 represents a curiously-shaped"
object of bone, the use of which is unknown
to me.

Worked, Bones.- $sys1s| portions of
bone, exhibiting marks of sharp cutting
instruments, but not assuming the form of
any recognisable implements.

Toilet Combs.-Three of these articles,
which are in a wonderfully good state of
preservation, are here engraved. on account tr'ra' 25'-object of Bone' scale {'

of their structure and variety of ornamentation. They are all made on a
uniform plan. The body, i.e. the portion containing the teeth, consists of

Frc. 26,-Bone Comb. Scale {.

three or four flat pieces kept in position by two transverse bands of bone,
one on each siile, and riveted together by three or four iron rivets. The
comb represented by Fig. 26 has its body made of four portions, but
only three rivets. The ornanrentation is alike on both sides, and at one
end there is a small hole, probably for attaching it to a string. It is B]
inches.lonE and 2* inches broad. That fiEured next ,JiE- zy\ has theinches.long and 2f inches broad. That figured (Fig. zZ) has the
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sarne breaclth as the former, but not quite the same length, being only 3
inches long. The ornamentation is similar on both sides.

From slight cuts on the cross bars, corresponding to the intervals

n're. 27.-Bone Comb. Seale J.

n'rc. 28.-Bone Comb. Scale ].

between the teeth, it is manifest that the teeth in both these combs

were formed by a saw, after the pieces were rivetecl together.

The third comb here engraved, (Fig. 28) is in a somewhat fragment-

ary condition, but when whole it would be about 4 inches long. The
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body was made up of four portions, and containeil four iron rivets.
Its ornamentation consists of a central dot, surrounded by two incised.

circles, and is alike on both sides. The similarity of these concentric eircles
induces me to believe that they must have been
formed by a die,prohably branded on with a hot iron.

Some other fragments of similar combs were
found, representing at least three additional combs,

with teeth rather finer than those in the illustrations.

Ill.-Onrncrs MADE oF HoRN.

Several portions of cleer horns, consisting of
tynes and thick portions of the bod,y of the horn,
together with a few of the roe-deer, presenting
sometimes marks of a saw anil sometimes those
of a sharp cutting tool, rvere founcl in the refuse-
heap. The few worked obiects I have to record.

were all made from horns of the former animal.
One large antler, having portion of the skull at-
tached" to it, ancl the entire lateral half of the skull
of a roe-deer with the horn stili aclherent, show
that the horns were not shecl ones, but those of

animals actually caught ancl killed.
The manufactured implements consist
of a few pointed. objects, and one
or two handles, apparently for knives.

Fig. 29 represents a highly polished daggerJike imple_
ment, measuring 7$ inches long. Another, of about the same
size, is coarsely cut out of the side of a large horn (F,ig. 30).
A srnall pointed object is fig'red among the bone pins. see
n'ig. 16.

Knife-Ifand,les.-One of the handles is well made, having
the rough surface removed with a sharp cutting instrument.
It is 4 inches long (x'ig. B1). Another is only 3 inches long,
and has a notch at one end.

Fre. 29.
Implement of llorn.

Scale {.

n're. 30.

Horn,
Scale {,

X're. 31.
Knife-Ilandle,

Scale !.
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IV.-Os,rncrs oF Wooo.

Wooilen objects are extremely rare. One or two fragments of what
appearecl to have been a bowl, portion of the blade of an oar, a bit of
board. partially burnt and penetratecl by four round holes, together
'rvith three pins almost iclentical with those figured in the article

on Lochlee (see X'igs.72,73,74). The bowl was ornamented. by two or

three incised parallel lines near the rim. Another small fragment, which

might have been of the same vessel, hail a clasp of thin brass over ito

as if it had been mendecl.

V.-Onrucrs oF Mnrlr,.

(a.) Articles n'md,e of fron.

1. Are lfead,.-This implement, which is reptesented in X'ig. 32,

Frc. 32.-Iron Axe. Scale !.

measures 3 inches along the cutting edge, 4$ inches from the centre of
cutting edge to the back of .the hole for handle, and 2 inches through
the centre of this aperture. A neighbouring farmer, who had carted. a

loacl of the stuff from the midden for potting plants, found this axe head

while making use of the stuff in his greenhouse, and returned it to me.
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2. Gouge.-This instrument appears to have had
off its point. It still measures 14 inches long, and its
pointed for insertion into a handle. (n'ig. aS.)

3. Kni,aes.-Six well-shaped knife-blailes, all with
into handles. The blades vary in length from 2 to 4

to 39.)

41

a portion broken
other extremity is

tangs for insertion
inches. (X'igs. 34

Fro. 33. Fro. 34

Gouge.
Scale $.

Fre 35. Fre. 36. Fra. 37.

Iron Kuives Scalo -1,

Fre. 39.

4. Punch.-This implement is 6 inches long,

shapecl, with its angles slightly flattenecl. (Fig. a0.)
ct

and, rectangularly
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5. AwI*-Of these objects

n're. 40. tr're. 41. n'rc. 42.

Punch. Scale ]. Awl. Spear Head. Scale {.
Scale ]-'

objects are almost identical in
size and form. One end, is

four - sid.ecl and" taPers to a

sharp point, the other is round

and hollow as if for the in-
sertion of the stem of an arrow.

Length 2f inches. The third'

has the socket end verY similar

to the former, llut the front

portion is flat, and wiclens out a

little befo-re coming to a sharp point.

8. Fig. 46 rePresents a. curious

AYRSIIIRE CRANNOGS.

there are three: one is very slender and.

sharp, but only 2 inches long (X'ig.  1).

Another is 4 inches long, and the third
is a much larger implement, being 7f
inches long.

6. Spear lfead.-This is a well-
shaped socketed spear head,, 8$ inches
long, with a central ridge iu the blad.e.

The socket end is ornamentecl by two
groups of circular grooves, each group
containing three circles. Portion of the
wooden handle was found in tbe socket.

(Fig. +2.)

7. At"row lfead,s.-Three pointecl
objects like arrow head.s are represented

in n'igs. 43, 44, 45. Two of these

Fie. 43. n're. 44, Frs. 45,

Arrow Points (?). Scale ].

(Fig. ar.)

object, having a spring attached to

Frs. 45,
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each side, both of rvhich are still compressible, and a curved portion
containing a round hole. Total length is  ] inches, length of springs 2

tr'te, 46.-Iron Object,

inches, length of curvecl portion 1* inches. Said to be

portion of a padlock, similar in structure and principle to
locks now used in China and some parts of Inilia.

9. Fi,les?-,Ln object shaped- like a flat file, cut square at
one end, anil having a sharp-pointed tang at the other. It is of uniform
thickness throughout, ancl measures 3$ inches long, $ inch broad, and rather
more than $ inch thick. There is another objectlexactly similar to the
above in form, but a shade smaller. They look iike small files, but no
grooves now remain.

L0. Spi,ral Objects.-Fig. aT represents a slender iron rod, forming a

close spiral with three twists at one end, and a slight curlre at the other

Fre. 47.-Spiral Object. Frc.48.-Iron

which presents the appearance of having been fractured.
The diameter of the circular portion is rather less than 1

inch. n'ig. 48 represents another spiral object terminating
in a straight point.

11. n'ig. 49 represents two views of a small ornamental
instrument with a bifurcated termination, which might
have been used as a compass for describing small circles,

such as are seen on some of the combs. Its length is 2

inches.

12. Miscelluneous Objects.-When the stuff whceled
from the refuse-heap had dried up and become pulverised

Object.

n'rc. 49.-trron Object.
Two Yiews.
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during the summer months, several articles were pickecl up by visitors,

among which may be mentioned" four large nails, a small ferrule, a small iron
link thicker on one side than another, a much-corrodeil socket still con-

taining a bit of wood, a flat portion of iron weld.ed together, and a few

other bits of iron. These, however, cannot be positively asserted. as beiong-

ing to the crannog objects.

(b.) Articles qn/:Lde of Bronze.

Brooch.-A- circular brooch, minus the pin, 1] inch in diarneter, and

ornamented on its upper surface by a series of
grooves pointing to the centre of the brooch. The

under surface is quite plain. A small portion of
the pin is still attached to the brooch, and the

opposite side of the brooch is rvorn into a hollow

by the friction of the point of the pin. The

transverse grooves are also much worn, but where

nearly obliterated the external and- internal margins

of the brooch show the hachs, corresponding with
their extremities. (X'ig. SO.)n're. 50. 

-Brooch.

Pins.-Two small pins, having round. shanks ornamented' by

;fffil:: ffi$ :r.-*-ffii.,T;# ffi ,"?iJt#"- iffi w
are nearly of the same length, being a shade less than " I
couple of inches. (Figs. 51 and 52.) H

Several bits of brass plate, apparently used as clasps 
Hfr

for mend.ing purposes. One, indeecl, was found. attached- ru
to a small portion of a wooden bowl. Also a thin brass ffi
button 1| inch in d.iameter. 

ffi
(c.) Arti'cles mad,e of Golcl'- 

tfl
Finger-Rings.-On the 14th December one of the 

H

workmen while clearing out the refuse-heap turned. uP a rrs. 5

curious spectacle-like ornament, macle by twisting the

ends of a thick and somewhat square-shapecl gold wire into the form

of a clouble spiral ring (Fig. 53). Upon close inspection it became

evident that originally this article was a handsome spiral finger-ring,

containing 5] trvists, but that, from some means or other, two of the

two groups

1. n'ro. 52.
Pins.
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twists had been forced apart from the others. Thc direction of certain
scratches, and a slight mark as if a blow had been struck (probably the
spade of the find.er), seem to me to confirm this explanation. It lay buriecl
half-way down in the midrlen, close to the base of the large parapet in fronto
of the entrance to the area of the log-pavement. It weighs 300 grains,
and its internal diameter measures a shade over $ of an inch. On the l6th
April, while clearing away the soil on the west side of the crannog, a few

feet to the inner sicle of the inner circie of piles, another spiral ring was

founcl (n'ig. 5a): It is made of round gold wire, not quite so massive as the

Frc. 53.-Go1d Finger-Ring. Actual size. Fic. 54.-Go1tl Finger-Ring.

former, and- contains rather more than six twists. Both ends taper slightly,
and, for nearly a whole twist, are ornamented. by a series of circular grooves

whibh gives them some resemblance to the tail end, of a serpent. The colour

of the gold of this ring is a brighter yellow than that of the former. Its
internal cliameter is exactly f of an inch and its weight is 245 grains.

Both rings were quite clean and free from all tarnish rn'hen exposed.

Coin^-Mr. Robert Dunlop, ironmoulder, a native of Kilmarnock, but
now resid"ing at Airdrie, happenecl to visit his friends at the beginning of
the year, and hearing of the d"iscoveries at the Buston crannog, took the
opportunity of visiting it. It rvas not, however, id,le curiosity that prompted.

him, but a true spirit of inquiry which often ere now led him to wander

abroacl as a humble student of nature, and. on one occasion even as far as

the famous Kent's Cavern. Being a Science teacher in Chemistry he was

clesirous of securing specimens of the different forms of vivianite, and. so

picked. up from amidst a mass of broken bones and ashes that had. just
been wheeled from the midden, a lump of a bluish pasty substance, thinking
it to be the amorphous form of this mineral. He carried this lump home

with him for the purpose of analysing it, but, owing to other d.uties, was

unable to do so till some three months afterwards. Having then taken a

portion of the bluish mass, he mixecl it with water in a test tube, ancl on
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proceecling to dissolve it, noticed a yellow speck in the blue material.

Curious to know what this could be he emptied the tube of its contents, and

found. what seerned to be a small gold. coin doubled up. The slightest effort

to restore the coin to its proper shape detached, the portions, and almost at
the same moment each portion separated into two thin plates. Mr. Dunlop
then observed" that between the two plates there was a layer of a dark
brittle substance which he most judiciously collected into a small glass

Frc. 55. Fro. b6.

Coin found in Crannog. For comparison, from Smith's ColL, llol i. plate xxii. 9.

tube for further analysis. Having then carefully cleaned- the four little
plates nith a weak solution of nitric acid., he had the satisfaction, on putting
them together, of restoring the shell of an antique coin, rvhich, as'will be

seen from n'ig. 55, retains its impressions and" characters on both sid.es won-

derfully clistinct. This valuable contribution to the collection I received at

once from its cliscoverer, as well as the above narrative of its discovery.

Mr. Cochran-Patrick, M.P., to whom I immediately forwariled the
different portions of this coin carefully arranged. under a glass slide, as well
as the glass tube containing remains of its core, submitted them to the
consideration of J. Evans, Esq., n'.R.S., n'.S.A., so well known for his special

knowleclge of ancient British coins.

The following interesting remarks by Mr. Evans on the subject have

been sent to me by Mr. Cochran-Patrick.

'o The trvo plates of gold seem originally to have formed the shell of an

early forgery of a coin, the oxid"ised core of which forms the contents of the

small tube. I thought at first that the substance 1 might be resinous, but I
think it is some salt of copper. Some chemist could readily try this. The

coin itself beiongs to a class of trientes which have been found almost

exclusively in England, ancl are probably of Saxon origin. Enclosed is an

impression of one found- near Dover. See Smith's Coll, Ant,, vol. i. p7.

xxii. 9. Others w-ere in the Bagshot Heath or Crond.aie find. See Num.

' 1 IVIr. Dunlop, the finder of the coin, ancl analysecl this substance, and both pronounced it
Mr. John Borlancl, F.C.S,, F.R.M.S., Kilmarnock, to be a salt of copper,

Frc. 55.
Coin found in Crannog.
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Chron.,ln ,S., vol. x. 164, pl. xiii. 24 to 26. Nu,m. Chron., vol. vi. They

probably belong to the sixth or seventh century. The find is of value as

helping to assign a date to the crannog." f igs. 55 and 56.)

VI.-MrscrLLANEous On,rncrs.

'-1,. Arm,lets.-n'ragments of three armlets made of
similar to those founcl at Lochlee and Lochspouts.

2. Jet Ornament.-A small link-shaped orna,ment

small holes for attachment in one sid.e (n'ig. l7). This

object was found. on the surface of a mound- of ddbris

long after it was wheeled. out, and. hence no depenclence

can be put on its antiquity.

3. Bead,s, Vitreous Paste, eta-A cylindricall;'-
shaped bead, variegated v'ith three differ-

ent colours, red. anil yellow predominating rt*' 57'-Jet ornament'

over patches of transparent glass (X'ig. 58).

Half of a tiny yellow bead, of a vitreous substance, only

,fu of an inch in diameter.
tr're' 58'-Bead' A round- object, of the size of a small marble, made of

vitreous paste, variegated. with blue and. white, but rn ithout any aperture.

Another small flattened" object, about the size of a shilling, macle of a
white compact vitreous substa,nce. It is very smooth, rounded. on one

side, but flattened on the other. Looks like a drop of a semi-liquid that had.

fallen on a smooth floor.

One or two little round bits of a dark slag.

4. Glass.-Three fragments of thick, bright-green glass, ali irreguiarly

shapecl.

5. Leather.-Several strips ancl chippings of very thin leather.

6. Pattery.-A small fragment of Samian ware, only about a square inch,

with the glaze nearly worn off, but quite unmistakabie in its character.

Fig. 59 represents a fragment of a small dish with its outline. This vessel

was made of a hard- tinkling ware, black externally, and of a dull white

insid,e, ancl measured 3| inches across its mouth and 3 inches in clepih.

Portion of a large vessel made of coarse materials, having a short spout

cannel coal, very

of jet, with two
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just below its evertecl rrm
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(n'ig. 0O). The outside is very black and the

Fro,59.-Pottery Fre. 60. *Pottery.

inside has a red.dish tinge. Another portion, apparently of the same vessel,

shows the striation of the potter's wheel.

tr'ig. 61 represents a curious Iittle knob of pottery. None of the pottery
found. here had. any appearance of a glaze.

W
Frc. 61.--Pottery Knob

7. Portion of a small object

stance, is representecl in Tig' 62.

upper surface'

8. Cruci,bles.-A small conical crucible, made of hardened clay arranged

in two thin layers, the external of which looks coarser than the other. It
has a triangularly-shapecl mouth, ancl at one of its apices there is a slight
indentation for facilitating the pouring out of the smeltecl material. Its
depth is 1| inch, and circumference of mouth 7 inches. It is cracked a1l

over with heat, and a littie dark slag forming a horizontal rim on its inner

tr'ra. 62.-Portion of Button (?).

like a button, made of a soft chalky sub-

It shows some lines as an ornament on its
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surface stiil remains to attest its purpose. This reliq was found on the
west sicle of the crannog, not far from the site of the second spiral ring, but
outsid.e the inner circle of piles (Fig. AS).

Fre. 63.-Clay Orucible. Actual size.

A second" crucible, neatly formed ancl quite whole, was found in the
d6bris wheeled out from the lowest stratum of the refuse-heap. It is of
the usual conical form, with a three-cornered mouth about 3 inches in cir-
cumference, and measures 1 inch in depth. Particles of a yellowish metal,
like brass or bronze, are seen, mixed. with a kind. of slag, near one of the
corners. The outsiile has a glazed. appearance, as if it had been subjected,

to great heat, and to the apex of the cone there is a small bit of cinder still
adherent.

Portion of a third" crucible, very simiiar to the last described, was also

found at the crannog by a visitor, and- publicly exhibited at a bazaar in
Kilmarnock.l This crucible is interesting as furnishing undoubted evidence
that it had been used for melting gold, there being several globules of
ihis metal adhering to its sides, both inside and outside.

R. MUNRO.

iron knife-blacle, and a fragment of pottery which
was founcl to fit exactly into that represented
by Fig. 60.

1 Along with a few other relics here ex-

hibited (most of which, I believe, were taken
from the Buston Crannog) were-the bone pin
represented by Fig. 21, a small bronze ring, an
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REPORT ON' OSSEOUS REMAINS X'OUND AT BUSTON.

The osteological specimens obtainecl from what appears to have been

the kitchen-midden of the lake-dwelling at Buston consist in greater
part of bones of the ox; while next in frequency are bones of the sheep

and the pig. A calcaneum and astragali of the red-deer have been found,
as also portions of large red-d.eer horns, and two portions of roe-deer skull
with horns attached. In adclition a rad.ius and metacarpal of a goose were
found.

The bones of the pig were both full grown and young; the full growlr,
with the teeth worn, being apparently most abundant. They have belonged

to an animal of small size, similar probably to that whose remains are

founcl in other Ayrshire deposits.

The remains of the ox and. the sheep I account more interesting, on
account of variety among them.

On.-F.xamining six portions of ox skuli, I find one with the horn-core
represented. by a mere nodule; two specimens each with a portion of horn-
core 2'8 inches in greatest diameter, one with a horn-core 2'2 inches diameter
at base, and two others with horn-cores 1'B inches in greatest diameter at
base, and one with a horn-core 1$ inch diameter. All the horn-cores are

fragmentarl; but I judge that none of the last three could have exceedecl 5

inches in length, while the first two must have been much longer. Only
one of these specimens, that with the smallest horn, has the suture above
the occipital bone open. The others must have been adult; and u'e

may judge that we have not to deal with mere aboriginal Bos longifrons,
but with varieties of ox. The variation seems not to have been confined
to the homs. Among a number of first phalanges the majority were
slender and small, but there was considerable variety; and one specimen,
contrasting strongly with the others by its stoutness, might have been
from a small mod,ern specimen. All the hoof-bones which I collected, about
half a dozen, were rrery small. Three metacarpals were picked up, all
measuring about 7 inches long and 1 inch in breaclth at the narrowest
part of the shaft ; and these. are all adult specimens. Two adult metatarsals
measure, the one B inches in length and the other only 7'8, while in breadth
they both measure only '9 of an inch. A complete adult radius measures
only 9 inches in length. A lower encl of a humerus is only 2.5 inches
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broad.. Among six calcanea the largest measured. 5'5 inches, and. the
shortest 4'3. fn one specimeu the orbit is 2'4 inches diameter, and
in another 2'B jnches, which is decidedly large. On the whole, the
evidence is to the effect that while the prevalent variety had small
horns, and was generally climinutive and slender-limbecl, there was
mixed" with it a variety with larger horns ancl stouter limbs, whether
of greater height or not I cannot say.

Sheegt.-Only one portion of horn-core was found with portion of the
skull. The portion of horn-core is between 3 and 4 inches long, and" at
the base its largest diameter is 1'5 inch, its smallest 1 inch. At its
inner margin it starts at an angle of about 20" from the verticai plane; whiie
I should say that in mod.ern sheep that angle is alrvays 45' at least. I
apprehenil that this is probably the so-called goat-horned sheep, scarcely

now to be got in Shetland.

The following measurements of limb-bones may be interesting, as

indicating consid"erable variety in size as well as d.eviation from moclern

proportions, when they are compared. with the bones of the same sheep

skeleton rvhich I have used for comparison in previous communications.
. One adult metatarsal measures 5'7 inches long ancl '4 broad, and
another 5'2 long and '4 broad at the narrowest part of the shaft.

Iu the modern specimen this bone is 4'B long and '5 broad.

Three specimens of adult radius have been gathered, measuring in
length respectively 6'6, 6', and 5'9; while in the modern specimen

the corresponding bone is only 5'2.

Two complete humeri are among the specimens gathered. The
largest, not quite adult, is 5'7 inches in greatest length; while the
other, quite adult, is only 5 inches iong, and in the modern specimen

the humerus is 5'2 long. X'our additional specimens of the lower end"

of the humerus have been obtained ; ancl one of them is decidedly larger
than the largest complete specimen, and another decidediy smaller than the
smallest complete bone.

The sheep was therefore long and slender iegged, like those found in
other Ayrshire deposits. But it is difficult to determine whether the differ.
ences in size depend" on sex, or some other cause, such as cultivation.

No goat bones have been found in connection with this lake-dwelling.

J. CIEIAND.


